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DYNAMITE® Results!

I have been using and praising DYNAMITE® products for

10 years. The most recent success I have had has been with the

TNTTM. My Morab had trouble with anything sugar related. After

using TNTTM he is a changed horse -- relaxed but full of energy

instead of jittery and jiggy. As suggested by my sponsors, Rowan

Emrys and John Hanna, I prepare a “mini lunch” for him when

we trail ride for more than 2 hours (see below).  

My horse can’t wait to eat his lunch which I carry in a

small plastic baggy. He licks the bag clean and he used to be

afraid of plastic bags! Afterward we leave the lunch-stop

refreshed and energized, but not jiggy, and with enough in him to

go on and on. We just finished a 4-day ride and he was the talk of

the group who knew him pre-TNTTM and pre-lunch. I cannot tell

you how much this has made my ride more enjoyable. 

Thank you Rowan, John and DYNAMITE®.

Rowan drew up this “mini-lunch” 

menu for me:

1/2 cup H.E.S.TM

2/3 cup TNTTM

1/2 oz. Dyna-SparkTM

1 pump of Dyna-ProTM

A Mini-Lunch of TNTTM, H.E.S.TM, Dyna-SparkTM and Dyna-ProTM

Help to Re-Energize on a Trail Ride! 
Submitted by Kit Link, DYNAMITE® Distributor, CO

The Grinch That Almost
Stole Christmas!

Submitted by Susan Glave, DYNAMITE® Director, ID

The Grinch that almost stole Christmas came disguised as a box of Chukar Cherries (dried cherries dipped in a sinfully rich dark

chocolate.) Its accomplice was a four-year-old Lakeland terrier with a lust for sweets. This particular dog is extremely  athletic, enough

so that a closed box of candy, on top of a high dresser, posed little challenge. Luckily my son noticed quickly the dog had consumed

the entire box of candy -- enough chocolate to be a potentially lethal problem. I put in a call to our vets answering service, but of

course on the evening of December 25th, the chance of seeing a real live vet is about equal to the chance of seeing Santa Clause wing-

ing his way back to the north pole. Luckily I have a container of activated Miracle Clay in the fridge for such occasions. I gave the dog

about a half teaspoon of activated clay, just stuck it to the roof of her mouth like it was peanut butter. I also gave her 14 drops of Dyna

Pro to ward off digestive upset. I repeated this process every two hours until she had consumed about a tablespoon of clay.

The dog never experienced any problems from eating the 4 oz  dose of chocolate. The vet predicted there would be irreversible liver

damage. The dog is eleven-years-old now, and still going strong with no sign of liver impairment or any other ill effects one might

expect to see from such a close call with the "chocolate grinch." I am convinced had it not been for the Miracle Clay we would not

have a happy, healthy, energetic Lakeland terrier today.

Susan Glave


